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Township of Southgate
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Attn: Dave Milliner, CAO

Re: Part A - Brief Report
Building Assessment and Feasibility Study
Dundalk Olde Town Hall, 80 Main Street East, Dundalk

Dear Mr. Milliner

Attached is Part A - Brief Report for the Building Assessment and Feasibility Study of Dundalk Olde Town Hall.

The building assessment was conducted by Architect only and did not involve engineers or other specialized
consultants that would normally participate in a comprehensive Building Condition Assessment Report.

Commencement of Part B Comprehensive Report is awaiting your direction.

Please contact us with any questions or comments.

Yours truly

Allan Avis
B Arch, OAA, MRAIC, CAHP

Attachments: 1986 OBC definition of “stage”
BCC Ruling #97-16-558, dated 28-May-1997
BCC Ruling #00-38-770, dated 10-Aug-2000
BCC Ruling #10-03-1239, dated 21-Jan-2010
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Executive Summary
The Olde Town Hall building is generally in reasonable condition for a building of its age. The building will
require a range of building envelop maintenance and repair work, including: site drainage, foundations, above-
grade masonry, flat roofing replacement, building structure, windows, doors and painting. Building interiors
could benefit from finish upgrades. A significant increase in toilets is required to serve the building’s
population, especially if use of the assembly hall be reactivated.

It is uncommon for an existing building, especially one that is 113 years old, to be updated to fully  comply 
with current Codes. Codes recognize this dilemma and have generally adopted “reasonable accommodation”,
“compliance alternatives” and “acceptance by authority” as a means of finding a reasonable balance of public
safety, owner risk, limitations presented by existing conditions, practicality of implementation and retention
of heritage building fabric.

Although the 2nd floor performance hall has historically been referred to as a “theatre”, it is not a “theatre” as
defined in the Ontario Building Code. This matter is discussed on Page 14 of this report.

For the Olde Town Hall building, life-safety systems must be installed and/or upgraded for Code compliance
and to satisfy the standing 2013 Fire Safety Inspection Report, which resulted in closing the second story
performance hall. Work will involve: hazardous building materials audit, adjustment in space use, installation
of fire separations, early warning and evacuation systems. Existing fire escapes, from second floor, require
upgrading or replacement. A building-wide fire sprinkler is recommended as a compliance alternative to basic
prescriptive Code measures, which will also provide enhanced occupant and property protection.

The existing building cannot be considered as barrier-free and accessible. Accessibility is a legislated
requirement and a necessity for a civic facility. It is recommended that the existing exterior ramp be replaced
and new, properly sized and equipped access door provided. Doors throughout the building require enlarging
and installation of appropriate hardware. At least one universal washroom is required. A passenger elevator
is required to provide proper, dignified access to the second storey performance hall.

Incorporating changes to address interior circulation, accessibility and washrooms, will occupy much more
of the first floor, thereby reducing space available for tenants. This will bring the discussion regarding nature
of building uses and occupancies to the forefront.

The cost to preserve, maintain and upgrade the building is significant. The list of Anticipated and
Recommended Building Improvements, starting on Page 16, indicates that the general magnitude of
construction cost will be approximately $3.6M. Prorated over the existing 6,340 sq.ft. of useable floor area,
the budget cost is approximately $578/sq. ft. As high as this cost is, it is not outrageous in today’s renovation
construction market and it is possible to rationalize this level of investment in an existing quality property that
is highly utilized and holds special value to the community.

Work Outlined, in the table later in this report, includes a wide range of required, optional and generally
recommended repairs and upgrades. Not all of the identified work items have to be completed to allow for safe
and comfortable public use of the building. If authorization is granted to proceed with PART B report, the
Implementation Plan can be presented to distinguish work items that are required for Code or other reasons,
and items that are recommended, as voluntary upgrades, for particular reasons.
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Purpose of this Report
In this Study, the building will be considered “infrastructure” and the existing occupancies will be considered
“tenants”.

The purpose of this Study is to provide a preliminary assessment of the existing building’s infrastructure to
assess its general condition and to report our observations, analysis and recommendations, for various
building systems, for continued use of existing occupancies at first floor and reinitiating operation of second
floor performance hall.

For the purposes of this Study, the wall facing Main Street East is considered to face south.

Mandate for Report - PART A
The contracted mandate for this report states:

Architect, only, will conduct a preliminary visual review of the existing building infrastructure to assess its
general condition. The visual review will be executed from grade level and from interior floor levels. No
elevated platform access is anticipated.

A Brief Report will be prepared following the site visit, consisting of observations, analysis and
recommendations, regarding the following building systems:
< Building enclosure (walls, windows, doors and roofing)
< Interior finishes
< Life safety systems
< Accessibility
< General impression of building structural, mechanical and electrical systems
< Building Code compliance of building for existing uses
< Fire Code work orders
< Budget construction costs for recommendations

Commencement of PART B - Comprehensive Report, is pending to additional authorization.

General
Observations are based on a single site visit, conducted 14-Jun-2018, with visual review from grade level and
from interior floor levels. No elevated platform access or invasive testing was involved.

Architect only was involved in the preliminary visual assessment; no engineers or specialized consultants
participated.

Codes frequently referenced in this report include:
OBC 2012 Ontario Building Code (current issue)
1986 OBC 1986 Ontario Building Code, that is directly referenced in the OFC
OFC 2007 Ontario Fire Code
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Brief Building History
Dundalk Olde Town Hall, located at 80 Main Street East in Dundalk, was constructed in 1905.  The one-storey
addition at the north end of the building was constructed during the mid-1900s and has been used by the fire
department and later by police services until 1963. The belfry was removed in 1964 and was subsequently
replicated and reinstalled in 1982.

The following, previously prepared documents were reviewed as part of the report process:
< History of Dundalk Town Hall 1905-2005 booklet, published by the Olde Town Hall Board of Management,
< Building Condition Assessment (Initial Report) for the Olde Town Hall, prepared by Facilities Manager

Kevin Green, dated 2013,
< Fire Safety Inspection Report, prepared by John Thompson of the Dundalk Fire Department, dated 10-Dec-

2013,
< Dundalk Olde Town Hall Inspection report, by RV Anderson Associates Limited, dated 16-May-2014,
< Dundalk Olde Town Hall Renovation Task Force Report, prepared by Facilities Manager Kevin Green,

dated 2014,
< Facilities Comprehensive Inspection Report, prepared by Facilities Manager Kevin Green, dated 10-Dec-

2015,
< Dundalk Olde Town Hall Renovation Report 2017, prepared by Facilities Manager Kevin Green, dated

2017.

Heritage Designation
The Village of Dundalk designated the Dundalk Olde Town Hall as being of architectural and historical interest
in By-Law 1040, dated 21-May-1987. 

In the By-Law, Dundalk Town Hall is recommended for designation 
“for architectural reasons, as it is an early example of rural public design; skillfully using local
craftsmanship. Historically, the building has served as a focal point for activities, and as a civic symbol for
more than eighty years, being built in 1905.”

Any work at the site should be respectful of the designation and will require review by the local Heritage
Committee.
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Current Building Size and Uses
Floor Level Approximate

Gross Floor
Area

sq.ft. (m2)

Existing
Occupant

Load
(Persons)

Use

Balcony 550
(51.1)

68 OBC Group A2 Assembly Occupancy.
Balcony with 68 fixed seats.

Second Floor 2,705
(251.3)

147 OBC Group A2 Assembly Occupancy.
Performance hall with 147 fixed seats, elevated performance
platform, at north end, and control booth/storage at south end. 2nd

Floor “theatre” is original to the building but has had some
renovations and upgraded seating in past years.

First (Main)
Floor

3,300
(306.6)

25

8

6

Two leased tenancies, roughly subdivide the east and west halves
of the original building floor area:
OBC Group A2 Assembly Occupancy, in the east half floor, is a
childcare provider at 30 sq.ft. (2.8 m2) per child (or license limit) of
unobstructed floor area; and
OBC Group D Personal Services Occupancy, in the west half, is an
office occupancy (Community Care Access Centre), at 100 sq.ft.
(9.3 m2) per person.
The one-storey northern addition is currently unoccupied but was
last used for a Personal Services Occupancy at 100 sq.ft. (9.3 m2)
per person. This floor area is approximately 16" lower than the
main floor elevation.
Two, single occupant public washrooms are accessible to all three
1st floor tenant suites and also have secured direct access to the
side street.

Basement 2,485
(230.9)

0 Unfinished basement provides unoccupied space for utilities and
storage.

Total 9,040
(839.8)

254

Building dimensions and area calculations are approximate and are based on preliminary, on-site recording
of dimensions. Detailed measurements are required to verify accurate floor area calculations and structural
support systems.
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Building Enclosure and Structure
The original brick Town Hall building follows the form, character, material use and structural system, typical
of Southern Ontario civic buildings from the turn of the last century. 

Visually, from the exterior, wall and roof lines appear to be true, straight and plumb, suggesting the structural
“bones” of the building have stood the test of time. As with most buildings of this age, portions of interior
structures (bearing walls, beams and columns) have been subject to modification throughout the years.

Three riveted steel trusses support the wood roof structure above the performance hall. The steel trusses
appear to be sectional components that were retrofitted in place and may have replaced original wood
hammer-beam mainframes (a more typical type of structure to that time); further research is required to
confirm this. It is unusual that the bearing plates and truss ends are visible at exterior brick wall face. The steel
trusses are placed at but ends of timber roof purlins, which would be consistent with the location of earlier
timber frames. It is unusual that some truss bearing points, at exterior walls, are located directly over window
openings. Normally main frames or trusses bear over substantial sections of walls, often reinforced with
buttress piers. 

Buildings of this type of construction technology typically require roof reinforcing to counter natural aging,
provide robust resistance to wind storms and the capacity to tolerate increases in design snow loading. This
work usually involves sistering new members alongside existing rafters and purlins,  installing screw-fastened
clips, to connect rafters to purlins, bolted connectors between purlins and trusses, and upgrading anchorage
between roof framing members and masonry walls. In some cases, tie-rods are required to span the width of
the roof to increase resistance to roof thrust.

The second floor structure, for performance hall and elevated performance platform, has been reinforced with
steel beams and columns, bearing on concrete buttress piers at basement. The steel beams, visible above
first floor ceiling, appear to be “lifting beams” commonly used by building moving contractors. Joints are
welded connections. It appears that structural steel tube (HSS) columns are embedded behind the gypsum
board and T&G wood pilasters at first floor level. There was no detectible bounce in the floor of the
performance hall.

The wood floor structure, in the front entry foyer, moves under foot traffic, indicating potential deterioration/rot
of floor framing. Tracking in of snow, water and salts is the main contributing factor to this area of deterioration.

As pointed out in earlier reports, sections of some wood framing components and timber beams have been
compromised when mechanical and electrical systems were installed. A detailed review of the structure should
be completed by a Structural Engineer, experienced in assessing and renovating older buildings.

Red coloured bricks, in south (front) wall of Town Hall, are not original but were installed at a later date to
replace the original orange coloured brick. The red bricks are larger units that do not match the original brick
coursing nor do they have rowlock courses. 

Face wythe of orange brick is laid in common bond pattern, with rowlock header courses at every sixth course.
Brick walls are three wythes thick and all exterior walls are considered to be load-bearing. Exterior brick
masonry and mortar appear to be in fair to good condition; with the following exceptions:
< Localized pointing of mortar joints and replacement of spalling brick units  is required throughout exterior

masonry, for approximately 25% of wall surface area. Lime-rich mortar and reclaimed brick units are
recommended for repairs.

< Masonry arches in south wall have partially failed or settled, resulting in stepped cracks through mortar
joints. This condition is essentially a structural failure and will eventually require repair.

< Exterior brick at bottom of walls, at south entry lobby, is severely deteriorated with visible efflorescence, 
void mortar joints, loose brick units and delaminating/deteriorating brick units. The concentration of brick
damage at bottom of walls, abutting exterior concrete stair and landing, indicates that water, salt and
freeze-thaw cycling are likely the major contributing factors. This area will require removal of damaged
masonry, localized disassembly, to determine extend of damage, and reconstruction. Ideally, a stone or
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manufactured concrete product should be installed, providing greater durability from these conditions. A
damp-course membrane should be provided between new stone/concrete material and surrounding brick
masonry, to prevent moisture migration. Chloride-free deicing products are recommended for stairs and
landing.

< Brick at south concrete stair and landing has visible efflorescence. In combination with masonry repairs
and replacement at south entry lobby walls, it is recommended that stone or precast concrete units be
installed to replace the brick masonry at south wall of landing. Dampproof coursing should be incorporated
to restrict migration of chlorides through the replacement masonry.

< Brick chimney has been previously rebuilt. The brick masonry requires repair once again. It appears that
the chimney may be redundant and could be removed to avoid ongoing maintenance. If retained, the three
chimney pots could be removed and the chimney capped with membrane underlayment and lead-coat
copper cap flashing.

It is recommended that invasive testing of wall core masonry be executed a two or three locations. This testing
will verify competency of the masonry wall, through its thickness. A skilled masonry restoration contractor
would be engaged to carefully remove and reinstall brick units at selected locations.

Stone foundation consists of coursed stone units and appears to generally be in fair condition. The following
foundation work is anticipated:
< Pointing of 100% of above grade mortar joints in foundation walls.
< Dig test pits adjacent to foundation, at two locations, to verify condition of below grade stone wall. Pointing

of some or all of the foundation wall may be required.
< Open and foam-filled mortar joints, around basement windows, should be cleaned out and filled with

mortar.
< Remove inappropriately hard and impermeable cement-rich parging, smeared over portions of above-grade

stone foundation walls.
< Partial reconstruction, may be required, of foundation at north-west corner (near gas meter), which has

experienced sever erosion due to uncontrolled discharge of downpipes.

Basement windows serve little practical use at this time. The windows could be infilled with masonry and
window wells removed for reduced maintenance, improved site drainage and increased building security.

Asphalt shingle roofing, at upper roof, was last replaced in 2009. Shingles are lying flat without noticeable
granular loss. There were no missing shingles observed. Membrane underlayment is visible through gaps in
roof sheathing boards in attic. The roof has approximately six mushroom style vents, near the ridge. Eave
venting was not confirmed. Venting of roof space is required to maximize roofing service life. Based on
performance, to date, it should be reasonable to expect that the existing asphalt shingle roofing can provide
another 10 years of service life.

Painted finish on wood components of belfry has deteriorated, leaving raw wood exposed to elements;
repainting is required.

Flat roofing, at south entry lobby, has recently been covered with a single-ply roofing membrane, secured with
mechanically fastened perimeter retainer bars. It is reported that this membrane was installed as a stopgap
measure to arrest roof leaks through the pre-existing roofing system (which remains below the newer
membrane). The roof should be accessed to allow a thorough review. It is anticipated that the existing roofing
systems should be removed, new sheathing installed, covered with a 2-ply modified bitumen membrane
roofing system.

Rain gutters at eaves are standard, residential grade, 5" K-style aluminum gutters, secured with nails and
ferrules. Purpose-made internal brackets, with screw fasteners, are recommended to reinforce gutter
anchorage. Soffits are prefinished aluminum. Gutters require periodic cleaning.
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Rainwater downpipes should be replaced and reconfigured to prevent splashing onto walls. Downpipes should
be check for splits and leaks. Ideally, the downpipes should discharge to storm sewer via in-ground pipe
system (if allowed by municipality), or have suitable surface drainage systems to flow water to the street. If
the site has good draining soils, an on-site French drain system could be considered.

Vented wood louvres, at south gable, contains wood blades that have a unique scroll-cut lip. Retaining the
exiting louvres will involve some replacement components, wood repair/replacement/consolidation and
repainting. New insect and rodent screens will also be required on attic side. A soldered metal baffle is
recommended on attic side, to prevent weather entry. Interestingly, only the upper four feet of the louvres are
present in the attic, the remaining height is concealed in the south balcony wall. This condition should be
reviewed, up close, to determine how the wall behind the louvre is weather-proofed.

East and west exterior steel fire escapes, from second floor level, are generously sized and appear to be in
reasonable condition. Only minor localized rusting was observed at painted steel components. Jumping action
did not generate noticeable bounce or vibration at upper landings or at stair runs. Wall anchorage, steel
support legs and foundations should be reviewed by a Structural Engineer. Guard and handrail do not appear
to fully comply with Code and upgrades will be required. It may be more economical to replace the existing
fire escapes with a new galvanized steel system, incorporating smaller landings (especially if exit double doors
are replaced with single doors), support brackets and/or posts and foundations, and fixed stairs with handrails
at two sides. Hard-surfaced sidewalks should be provided from fire escapes to the street, to facilitate winter
maintenance of egress.

Existing steel ladder, on south exterior wall, should be removed. This would have been a form of emergency
egress from an earlier time, when the entry lobby had a perimeter balcony above street level.

A semi-mature deciduous tree, located at southwest corner of property, is rooted within 8' of foundations. At
a minimum, the tree should be significantly pruned to a smaller canopy and maintained in that fashion.
Alternatively, the tree should be removed to avoid root damage to foundation and to allow for better drying of
masonry walls, currently shaded by the tree. Removal of the tree would also provide a stronger presence of
the building at the street.

South exterior steps, to east suite, consist of timbers, infilled with unit pavers. A welded steel railing system
is provided at both sides of steps and landing. Bottom riser has reduced height, posing a potential trip hazard.
This could be rectified by regrading the unit paver sidewalk to delete the short bottom riser. If the
recommended foundation renovations are implemented, replace the existing timber and unit paver steps with
new precast concrete stair/landing, complete with low maintenance prefinished aluminum railing system.

Most windows in the original building appear to be original, wood windows with uninsulated, single glazing.
Performance hall fixed windows have clear or cathedral coloured glazing set in lead caming. All of the wood
windows require repainting; many will require repair and restoration prior to painting.  Existing windows in
north addition are newer prefinished, insulated glass units. A detailed window assessment is required to verify
condition of existing wood units. It is most often feasible, economically viable and historically appropriate to
retain existing wood windows. Replacement windows can be considered as an alternative.

Windows in the south wall of the balcony elevation are leaded windows, square cut cathedral glass, without
any interior or exterior glazing provided. Open air gaps noted at lead caming allows uninhibited air flow
between the interior and outdoors.

Second storey windows have generally been retrofitted with exterior, residential grade, aluminum storm
windows. First storey windows typically have removable wood sash storm windows. Leaded windows should
be more closely examined. It is generally recommended that the cavity between exterior, protective clear glass
and leaded-glass panel be ventilated to the exterior or the interior, to prevent the interstitial space from
superheating, causing weakening of lead caming. Upgrading storm windows (at interior or exterior) is a
sensible means of increasing comfort and energy efficiency.
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Exterior doors are a combination of aluminum and hollow metal. Interior doors are a combination of hollow
metal and wood. Doors in required fire-rated assemblies, require fire-rating, latching hardware and automatic
closers. Exterior aluminum door, at south entry lobby, operates as a push-pull door and is locked with a single
cylinder thumb-turn dead lock. The door measures 36" wide, with clear of 33 3/8" and is equipped with a
continuous hinge. This door is an exit door and should be equipped with rim-latch panic hardware to provide
full-time egress. Many existing doors will have to be replaced as they are in barrier-free paths of travel and
are currently too narrow.

The building is assumed to have minimal, if any, thermal insulation. Blown-in insulation is present at the flat
section of performance hall and elevated performance platform ceiling. It is unclear if the cathedral portion of
ceilings are insulated and ventilated. It appears that first floor walls, with more recent gypsum board finish,
are strapped with 2x4 wood studs and cavities filled with fibreglass insulation.

Incorporation of insulation in historic, mass masonry building is not a Code requirement and introduction of
insulation has to be carefully considered. Type and quantity of insulation is a fine balance. Too much of the
incorrect insulation will negatively impact ability of the masonry wall to maintain a healthy temperature and
to dry quickly after wetting.

Interior Finishes
Interior side of exterior brick walls are generally painted plaster over wood lath and strapping. The strapping,
lath and plaster assembly is approximately 2 ½" in thickness. Plaster finish has been replaced throughout most
of first floor with gypsum board.

Flooring materials include tongue and groove wood, vinyl composite tile, sheet vinyl and carpet. Carpets, at
south entry lobby and stairs, and in west first floor tenant suite, is rippled, packed torn and worn, and should
be replaced. Other existing floorings are in reasonable condition. 

Wall finishes are primarily painted plaster and gypsum board, with some areas having pressed metal and
wood tongue and groove wainscoting.

Ceiling materials include pressed metal, painted plaster, painted gypsum board and suspended lay-in tile. 

Wall and ceiling finishes are generally in fair condition. Flaking paint, at performance hall ceiling, requires
testing, as mentioned elsewhere in this report.

Portions of south entry lobby flooring move under foot traffic. Deterioration and rot of wood floor structure is
suspected, due to tracking in of snow, water and deicing salts from exterior porch. No access is available to
the crawlspace below to review existing conditions. It is apparent that the floor structure will require
replacement.

A residential style, chair-glide system was previously installed from the entry lobby to performance hall, in an
attempt to address accessibility. This equipment was maintained by Davidson-Hill Elevators, prior to closing
of the second floor to use. A chair-glide is not considered appropriate for a public assembly building. It does
not provide accessibility for the majority of potential users and it involves significant risk when transferring
persons to and from the chair. There is also the matter of manually transporting mobility devices up to the
second floor for continued travel. The permanent rail for the glide reduces the effective stairway width and
could pose a trip hazard, especially in an emergency egress situation.

The elevated performance platform has newer, tongue and groove wood flooring, painted gypsum board
ceiling and walls, and electric baseboard heating. The original elevated performance platform is still visible,
but has been built over with a new projection made of 2 x4 framing and paneling. The space below the
elevated performance platform projection is used for storage.
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The tongue and groove, natural wood floor throughout the performance hall is raked up, approximately  16"
from elevated performance platform to south performance hall wall. Fixed chairs with folding seats are
relatively new and are generally in good condition. The ceiling height at elevated performance platform is 16-3
½"; at performance hall floor, immediately forward of elevated performance platform, the ceiling height is
approximately 19-7".

There is a single stairway up to the balcony. Stairs are relatively steep with turning winders at top of stair run.
Treads are approximately 9" in total depth (including the nosing) and rise is 8".

The guard around the balcony stair opening is a wood post system, with turned spindles and oak top rail.
Spacing between spindles exceeds the currently allowed 4" open space and the guard is not 42" high from
floor. This guard does not appear to provide OBC complaint resistance to lateral forces and will require overall
upgrades. It is recommended that continuous handrails be installed, at both side of this stair, to help counter
the steepness of the stairs. The handrail may sweep wide around the top of the stair to ensure persons take
a foothold through the deeper sections of turning winders.

The balcony has six riser platforms for aisles and seating; there are three riser platforms from railing to riser
#4 cross-aisle, and another two risers up to the south wall. Significant amounts of paint flakes were observed
on the balcony floor. The paint flakes have delaminated and fallen from the painted, pressed metal ceiling.
It is not uncommon to find that paint coatings on historic metal ceiling are lead containing paints. Samples of
the paint should be laboratory tested to determine if lead is present. In the meantime, areas with paint flakes
should not be disturbed, to limit health concerns.

The bottom chord of steel truss, at balcony, is placed low, relative to balcony floor, and creates a risk of
persons hitting their heads on the chord when being seated at front the row near the wall. It is advisable to
remove the seats that allow this condition.

The guard at the front of the balcony consists of tongue and groove pine boards with an oak top rail. Lateral
resistence to movement, by hand force, seems to be fair, however, an engineer will have to confirm adequacy.
The guard measures 25" in height. OBC 3.3.2.8. requires that the guard be 30" high in front of fixed seats and
36" high at the foot of steps at front row seats. Any deficiency in lateral resistence can be addressed when
the guard is modified to provide required heights.

Basement has a poured concrete floor, brick columns (measuring approximately 16" x 16") supporting two
beam lines that run north-south. There are three brick piers for each beam length. Basement ceiling joists and
timber beams are exposed. At the northeast corner there is a poured concrete cistern that is reported to date
back to the time when there was an adjacent fire hall (the cistern was the water reservoir for refilling the 
firefighting pumper).

Main electrical service equipment is located in a room at the southeast corner of building. The primary service
panel is 400A with disconnect, feeding a splitter box. One adjacent sub-panel is located in this room and two
distribution panels are located elsewhere in the building. A manual transfer switch is provided with a twist-lock
cable to connect a portable backup power generator. An access port is provided through the foundation wall
to feed the cable to the side yard.

Relatively high levels of humidity were present in the basement during our site visit. The two residential style
dehumidifiers, located near the furnace, simply do not have sufficient capacity to make a real difference in
controlling basement humidity levels. Addressing these conditions may require a number of interventions,
which may include, installing industrial dehumidifiers, excavating foundation walls at exterior, replenishing
mortar between stones or installing a concrete dead-wall, installation of waterproofing and drainage system,
installation of clay dams subgrade, surface grading and materials to control runoff and discharge from
rainwater leaders.
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In addition to signs of water seepage and potential rising-damp at foundation walls, there is evidence of
significant accumulation of mortar fines at toe of walls. Mortar fines on the floor is generally directly related
to breakdown of solid mortar to constituent components, most frequently due to moisture associated
deterioration. 

First floor brick vault walls, at the southwest corner of building, are supported on rubble stone foundation walls.
At first floor level, the brick walls and vaulted ceiling are finished with a cement or lime parging.

The exterior basement entrance, concealed by the wood cellar door in the east yard, consists of a wide sloped
concrete ramp, leading to an oversized wood door in the foundation wall. It is reported that, in early years, the
local police constable brought his horse down a ramp into the basement, where there was a stable. The
horizontal wood plank doors in the yard are unlikely to have sufficient structural strength and they are
problematic related to weather and water entry. As an alternative to replacing the existing doors, if this access
in not used, or only used infrequently, a secondary weathertight, structural access door could be installed
below the plank doors.

The water service, accessing the west wall of the basement, appears to be ½" copper. The water meter and
various valves/back-flow preventer are provided at the entry point. The adjacent sump pit is without a pump
and appears to simply be a recess in the soil below the floor slab, covered with a floor grate. The floor appears
to have a natural slope to the pit, reinforced with a rough, shallow drainage trench cut into the concrete. There
was a noticeable amount of water and water staining on the floor, emanating from furnace area. The primary
source of water appears to be a severely deteriorated copper fitting that connects the PVC condensate pipe
and the cast-iron soil stack.

The furnace is a relatively new, gas-fired Lennox unit, direct-vented, PVC pipe issue, installed on a
housekeeping pan. Water heating is electric, Cascade 40.

The two, west-facing basement windows have ½" thick, Lexan panels, mechanically fastened to the inside
of wood frames. The Lexan is cracked and broken at some screws.

The quantity of toilet fixtures and distribution of washrooms will require detailed review. Based on currently
provided seating capacity at the performance hall, approximately 3 male and 5 female toilet fixtures are
required. It may be possible to design the main floor to allow other tenants use of these same washrooms.
Otherwise, more ensuite toilet fixtures will be required to service tenant spaces. Specially designed child
washrooms are normally required for child care facilities. Public washrooms, directly accessed from the street,
involve an increased level of security concerns.

Door hardware and clear widths of doorways require detailed review for compliance.

Recommendations regarding public washroom and general/barrier-free accessibility will require significant
changes at the first floor. The resulting reallocation of space use may reduce the first floor from three suite
to two suites.

Life Safety Systems
The performance hall and balcony provide for occupancy of more than 150 persons, above the first storey.
Therefore, per, 1986 OBC 3.2.4.1.(1c), an automatic fire alarm system is required. There currently is no fire
alarm system in the building.

Lighted exit signs and battery powered emergency lighting devices are provided throughout the building.
Subject to a detailed review by Electrical Engineer, the following modifications are anticipated:
< The exit sign, with emergency lighting heads at balcony, should be relocated to the stairway. A double-

headed emergency light should be installed at the current sign location. 
< The exit sign with emergency lighting heads, at sound control booth (rear of performance hall), should be

relocated to be at the stair landing beside control booth. This equipment should be tested regularly and
results logged.
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Replacement of exterior steel fire escape is recommended elsewhere in this report.

Accessibility
The existing building does not comply with accessibility standards. For example, the property lacks compliant,
designated street parking adjacent to the site, barrier-free access into the building, paths of travel throughout
the building, elevating device to second floor and washroom facilities.

When operating, the second floor performance space is open to the public and the building is therefore
required to comply with the Accessibility for Ontarians with Disability Act (AODA). Having said that, Codes,
Standards and most people, recognize the principal of “reasonable accommodations” when applying such
standards to existing buildings.

Doors in barrier-free path of travel are likely to require replacement with wider doors and/or installation of
swing-clear hinges. In a public building of this type, it is recommended that all door hardware be changed to
lever style. The building area is greater than 300 m2 and, therefore, a power door operator is required for the
barrier-free entry door.

The exterior concrete ramp, in east yard, is sloped approximately 7.3% (3 ½" over 4'). The maximum allowable
ramp gradient is 8%, therefore, the existing slope is compliant. The width of the ramp also appears to be
compliant, at 35" between curbs, however, landing sizes and the absence of a  full railing system are
noncompliant.

The entry door, at top of ramp, accesses the east suite directly. This door is not equipped with lever door
hardware. The public washrooms are then accessed through an interior door and by exterior steps. 

Existing washrooms are not sized or equipped to comply with accessibility standards. At least one universal
washroom will be required in the building.

As discussed earlier in this report, the exiting chair glide in south stairway does not provide the level of
accessibility that is expected in a civic facility. The chair glide system should be removed and replaced with
a passenger elevator; a more appropriate and dignified form of vertical transport. Construction of the hoistway
should be located to exterior of the existing building to avoid reduction of existing floor area. The hoistway
would ideally be located in the alley at west side of Olde Town Hall, avoiding the higher visibility south and
east facades (it will have to be verified if the alley is a legal, shared right-of-way and if so, could that be
changed to allow for an elevator addition). The elevator should be designed to access at least the first and
second floor levels. A location and design for an elevator addition, including street level vestibule would
require a design study that is beyond the scope of this report.

The existing building, in general, is deficient at main floor level in terms of accessibility and is essentially
inaccessible with regard to the performance hall floor levels when reopened to the public.

General Comments on Mechanical and Electrical Systems
The existing centralized, gas-fired furnace was installed in 2011. Air distribution ductwork, throughout the
building, is interconnected, crossing between common spaces and tenancies and crossing required fire
separations. This type of furnace system cannot satisfy the ventilation requirements for the second floor
performance hall. The centralized furnace system will also have challenges satisfying individual tenant needs.
For reasons of ventilation requirements, comfort and energy efficiency, it is anticipated that individual air
delivery systems should be provided for each of the main floor tenants and for the second floor theatre. 

Assembly performance hall requires a significant amount of fresh air ventilation to comply with Code. These
fresh air requirements are most effectively achieved using commercial grade, packaged HVAC equipment.
The air conditioning, normally included in such equipment, allows for comfortable use of the performance hall
during warm weather and increases potential for year-round use. Installing air conditioning in uninsulated,
vintage buildings has to be carefully designed to avoid causing damage by reverse vapour drive through mass
masonry walls.
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Electrical service, main and sub-panels, was upgraded in 1999 to 400A service with all new breaker panels.
This size of service should be adequate for most anticipated needs of building occupants.

Significant modifications should be expected for washroom facilities throughout the building and will include
new sanitary sewer from building to street (unless there are records of sewer upgrades having been
completed in recent years).

The basement experiences elevated levels of humidity. Water seepage through the foundation wall is a
significant contributing factor. A severely deteriorated copper elbow, connecting the furnace condenser pipe
to the sanitary stack, is the cause for water leakage at the floor adjacent to furnace. Prior notice was provided
to Facilities Department to immediately repair this pipe connection.

Hazardous Building Materials
Provincial law (Bill 208) requires that a building owner survey and know the presence of all designated
substances, including asbestos, on a property and in a building. 

A building of this age is likely to have some of the scheduled “designated substances”. A room-by-room survey
should be conducted by a certified Industrial Hygienist to comply with Provincial regulations and laws.

Building and Fire Code Compliance with Existing Uses
The Ontario Fire Code (OFC) has the power to require retrofits for unsafe conditions in existing buildings.

Requirements of the Ontario Building Code (OBC) are typically triggered by building construction or change
of use. Otherwise, the OBC has few retrofit powers and an existing building is generally “grandfathered”
forward as-is.

Important Code criteria:
< OBC Part 11 Renovation and OFC Part 9 Retrofit apply because this is an existing building.
< The building faces 2 streets and contains multiple occupancies.
< OBC Hazard Index for a mid-sized building, containing a more restrictive A2 Assembly Occupancy, is HI4.
< OBC Construction Index is CI1 because existing first and second floor assemblies generally provide no

fire-rating.
< If existing occupancies remain, it could be argued that there is no change of occupancy and, thus, the OBC

typically allows for “match existing” conditions for most building systems. A limited number of critical
building systems are excluded from the “match existing” relief.

< However, as the second floor spaces approach five years of non-use, the OBC normally considers the
second storey space as vacant with no occupancy. Consequently, any space use will invoke Additional
Upgrades in compliance with OBC Tables 11.4.3.4.A. and 11.4.3.3. Required upgrades are 45 minute fire-
resistance rating at undersides of first and second floor structures and at supporting structural elements,
and a zero fire-resistance rating at the roof structure. Alternatively, the above assemblies may be protected
with a fire sprinkler system.

< Fire-rated separations and closures are also required at:
- 1 hr fire-resistance rating at horizontal and vertical suite separations (OBC 3.1.3.2.(1)).
- 1 hr fire-resistance rating at mechanical service rooms (OFC 9.2.2.3.(2)).
- The above 1 hr fire-resistance ratings can be reduced to 30 minutes if the building has a fire sprinkler

system that is connected to a monitored fire alarm system (OFC 9.2.2.2.(2)(b)).
< The Fire Department can be asked to accept a fire sprinkler system as a compliance alternative for the

above two requirements for fire separations. A sprinkler system would avoid extensive renovations required
to install contiguous gypsum board ceilings and wall protections. Plus, a sprinkler system provides for early
detection, suppression and containment in the event of fire. These are significant benefits in terms of life-
safety and property protection.

< The existing balcony has 68 seats and requires two means of egress from the balcony. If eight seats were
removed and a sign posted to limit the occupant load to not exceed 60 persons, then a single egress
complies with OBC. Furthermore, because the stairway from balcony to second floor is an existing
condition, the Code does not require it to be replaced to remove its winders or to modify its steep slope.
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< Second floor performance hall and balcony have three egress doors. The east and west egress doors, to
fire escapes, are double doors that extend well beyond the original single window opening that the doors
are hosted in. The unusually large upper landing of the exterior steel fire escape is likely due to door swing
clearances onto the landing. Double doors and enlarged landings are unnecessary to comply with Code.
There are three, existing designated egress doors from the performance hall. It appears to be feasible to
modify the existing fire escape doors to single doors, reverting back to the original window opening width
and reducing the fire escape landing area. Reconstituting the removed portion of masonry wall would be
beneficial from a structural standpoint as well as being aesthetically and historically appropriate.

< Fire escape landings and stairs are exposed to unprotected window and door openings in walls below.
According to OFC 9.2.3.10. & 1986 OBC 3.4.7.13(1), protection of these openings is not required because
the fire escape does not serve storeys above the second storey.

< The performance hall and balcony provides for occupancy of more than 150 persons above the first storey.
Therefore, per OFC 9.2.4.1.(1) and 1986 OBC 3.2.4.1.(1c), a fire alarm system is required.

The following discussion focuses on Item #4 contained in the 10-Dec-2013 Fire Safety Inspection Report. This
item references OFC 9.2.2.3.(4) stating “Fire separations shall be provided between theatrical stages and
assembly occupancies in compliance with Sentences 3.3.2.14.(3) to (5) of the 1986 Building Code.”

The OFC and 1986 OBC defines the term “Stage” as:
Stage means a space designed primarily for theatrical performances with provision for quick change of
scenery and overhead lighting, including environmental control for a wide range of lighting and sound
effects and which is traditionally, but not necessarily, separated from the audience by a proscenium wall
and curtain opening.

The Dundalk Olde Town Hall performance area has the same characteristics as an elevated performance
platform in a school performance hall or gymnasium. Such performance areas accommodate a variety of
activities, including lectures, presentations, concerts and theatrical events. Performance areas are typically
small in size, have good visibility from audience seating and do not have partition wall structures concealing
adjacent support/ancillary spaces.

The Dundalk Olde Town Hall performance area does not have a fly tower or other facilities for quick change
of scenery. The small area of storage, below the elevated platform projection, can be closed to use. There are
no side-wings, storage rooms, workshops, dressing rooms or service rooms. The absence of such
support/ancillary spaces represents a reduced fire load, compared to a stage equipped with such spaces. 

The Building Code Commission (BCC) has recognized a distinction between an “elevated performance area”
and a “stage”. Previous BCC rulings pertaining to this matter include:

BCC Ruling #97-16-558, dated 28-May-1997;
BCC Ruling #00-38-770, dated 10-Aug-2000; and
BCC Ruling #10-03-1239, dated 21-Jan-2010.

The published details of all three of these Rulings are attached to this report for your convenience. The  areas
involved in these Rulings have similar characteristics to Dundalk Olde Town Hall performance hall. These
three Rulings, spanning nearly 20 years, have been consistent in their decisions. 

In each of the above deliberations, the Municipal Building Officials argued that the performance areas were
“stages” and therefore required a deluge water curtain or a fire-rated curtain to separate the “stage” from the
audience. The Applicants argued that their performance areas did not meet the OBC definition of “stage” and,
therefore, fire curtain and deluge water curtain provisions do not apply.  

For each of the above cases, the BCC ruled in favour of the Applicant. The rational for these rulings include:
< The construction is considered to be a raised platform in a multipurpose facility.
< The subject platform area does not provide for quick change and storage of scenery, etc.
< There is no provision for quick change scenery or fly towers, which limits the combustible load on the stage.
< The theatre, stage and back of house areas are of limited size.
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< The performance space does not have the fire load that is associated with the activities and occupancies
described in the Building Code’s definition of “stage”.

BCC Ruling #10-03-1239 is particularly interesting in that the BCC concluded that the subject performance
area was indeed a “stage” as defined by the OBC, however, the BCC determined that  fire sprinkler protection
was not required in this case because the performance area did not have the fire load associated with a
“stage” (i.e., the performance area did not have ancillary spaces such as workshops, dressing rooms and
storage areas).

It is our opinion that the platform at Dundalk Olde Town Hall performance hall can be classified as an
“elevated performance area”, consistent with the BCC Rulings. This elevated performance area is not a
“stage” as defined by Division A of the OBC and, therefore, the fire-rated curtain and deluge water curtain
requirements at the proscenium opening are not applicable.

A consultation is required with Building and Fire Authorities to fully establish the nature and extent of Code
requirements and acceptable solutions.
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Anticipated and Recommended Building Improvements
The range of anticipated and recommended work items, listed in the following table, include essential, core
building maintenance work, required to preserve the building for ongoing use, renewal and replacement of
equipment and finishes that are soon approaching the end of their service life, and mandatory and voluntary
upgrades to building components and systems.

Description Budget
Estimate

1. Commission a Designated Substances Survey.

Abatement of hazardous building materials resulting from Survey cannot be determined at
this time and the cost for same is not included.

$5,000

Not Included

2. Additional investigations and testing:
- Remove brick in exterior walls to verify condition of inner core of walls.
- Dig test pits to review below-grade condition of stone foundation walls.
- Structural review of floor and roof structures, fire escapes.
- Detailed window assessment.
- Probe in-ground storm drainage system connected to rainwater leaders to verify proper

operation and determine outlet for drainage.

$21,000

3. Site Work:
- Prune or remove tree at southwest corner of building.
- Replace existing timber and unit paver steps at south exterior door, to east suite, and

replace with precast concrete stairs and landing with aluminum railing system.

$8,500

4. Exterior Masonry:
- Excavate perimeter of building to expose foundation walls, repair/replace deteriorating

foundation stone units (including repair at northwest corner where severely eroded), 
remove face parging, point 100% of foundation mortar joints (alternatively, install poured
concrete dead-wall at exterior side of stone wall), provide footing drain and waterproofing
systems. Backfill and grade surface to drain away from foundations.

- Point 100% of foundation mortar joints at interior side of foundation wall.
- Infill basement windows with masonry, or replace windows.
- Localized pointing of approximately 25% of mortar joints in exterior brick masonry walls.
- Stabilize failing masonry arches at south wall and install local reinforcement.
- Remove and replace damaged brick at bottom of south entry lobby walls. Install stone or

concrete masonry units for approximately 12" above exterior concrete landing and steps,
isolating new base material with dampcourse membrane. Install new brick above.

- Remove brick at south wall of exterior concrete landing and install same stone or
concrete masonry units with isolation dampcourse.

- Repair chimney top and install new lead-coat copper cap flashing. Alternatively, remove
chimney and extend roof through.

- Remove redundant wall-mounted steel ladder from south wall.

$300,000

5. Roof Structure:
- Reinforce roof framing for wind uplift and snow load capacity (subject to Structural

Engineer recommendations): sistering new members alongside existing rafters and
purlins,  installing screw-fastened clips to connect rafters to purlins, bolted connectors
between purlins and trusses, and upgrading anchorage between roof framing members
and masonry walls.

- Install short spreader beams at truss bearing points, located over or close to window
openings in walls.

$125,000

6. Roofing:
- Replace flat roofing at south entry lobby.
- Replace downpipe system and connect to storm sewer or provide positive runoff at

grade.

$21,000
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7. Painting:
- Paint belfry.
- Replenish exterior caulk sealants throughout.
- Restore and paint south wall louvres, or replace with prefinished metal louvres.

$47,000

8. Windows and Doors:
- Replace exterior aluminum storm windows with new fixed windows, with insulated glass.
- Modify existing leaded windows at interior to provide top and bottom venting on interstitial

space.
- Restore leaded glass windows, where required.
- Strip, repair and paint exterior wood windows, including wood storm windows.
- Replace doors and hardware on barrier-free path of travel to provided required clear door

width and lever operation.
- Install panic hardware at south lobby aluminum door.
-  Upgrade, repair or replace cellar doors located in east yard.

$150,000

9. Floor Structures:
- Repair floor structure at south entry lobby.
- Repairs to floor framing, beams and columns where compromised by M&E installations

and where generally deteriorated.
- Repairs and upgrades resulting from detailed structural assessment.

$120,000

10. Interiors:
- Replace carpeting and vinyl flooring at first floor level and main stairway.
- Provide contrasting coloured nosings at interior egress stairs.
- Localized painting of metal ceiling panels where existing paint finish is delaminating.

Global removal and painting may be required if testing confirms that the existing paint
system has generally failed. Assumes existing paint system contains lead and removal
will require lead paint abatement procedures. An alternative, lower cost solution, could
consider removal of exiting metal panels and installation of new metal panels with similar
pressed details.

- General upgrades to interior finishes, lighting and power distribution.

$600,000

11. Life Safety:
- Upgrade floor assemblies at first and second floor levels to provide 1-hour fire resistance

rating and at suite separations. This will require a double layer of fire-rated gypsum
board over basement and first floor level ceilings, including supporting structural
elements and at partition walls separating suites. Doors and stairways in these
separations require the same fire rating.

- Alternatively, in lieu of installing the noted above fire-rated separations, install a building
wide fire sprinkler system. A combination wet and dry system will be required to include
for unheated attic spaces.

- Construct wall enclosure around fuel-fired HVAC equipment, located in the building.
Enclosure to provide 1-hour fire resistance rating, including doors and duct penetrations.

- Remove 8 seats from balcony and post notice of occupant limit of 60 persons. Remove
seats at locations of head clearance conflicts, with steel trusses, and at less desirable
seating locations.

- Install continuous handrails at both sides of balcony stairs. Have handrail sweep wide
around stairs, through turning winders, to force persons to walk at deeper tread depths.

- Upgrade balcony guard to provide Code required heights and reinforce balcony guard (if
required).

- Modify locations of exit signs and emergency light fixtures, as noted.

$550,000

Fire escapes:
- Renovate existing steel structures, modify as determined by Engineer and add

handrailings at both sides of stairs.
- Provide sidewalks from fire escape stairs to street.
- Optional upgrades include: removing existing double doors at second storey exits,

installing single doors and reconstructing missing wall areas. Remove existing steel fire
escapes and replace with new, galvanized steel units, having smaller landings.

$90,000
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12. Accessibility:
- Replace exterior ramp access with new ramp and Code compliant railing system.
- Provide power door operator at entry door.
- Renovate first floor to provide universal washroom with power door operator at door.
- Replace doors and/or hardware at barrier-free path of travel throughout first floor to

provide required clear width and lever hardware.
- Remove existing chair glide system.

$135,000

- Install a hoistway and hydraulic passenger elevator to provide dignified access to
performance hall at second floor level. Elevator to have at least three stops; street, first
and second floor levels. If constructed as a building addition, a vestibule or lobby will be
required at street level. The elevator machine room would be located in the basement.

$400,000

13. General, Mechanical and Electrical Systems:
- Repair deteriorated leaking copper fitting connected to furnace condensate line (if not

already repaired).
- Install industrial dehumidifiers in basement to control humidity levels.
- Provide commercial grade packaged HVAC system to serve performance hall.
- Provide one new HVAC unit to serve each of the three first floor suites and basement,

allowing for local suite control.
- Upgrade public washroom to increase toilet fixture counts.
- Provide vandal resistant finishes and fixtures, if washrooms are to be accessible to the

public directly from street.

$400,000

14. Subtotal $2,972,500

15. Construction Contingency (20%) $595,000

16. Cost Escalation Contingency (5% per year for deferred work) Not Included

17. Total (HST not included) $3,567,500

Notes Regarding Cost Estimates
Cost estimates are very conceptual and preliminary.  The above list is not intended to be comprehensive or complete.
No designs or accurate quantification of anticipated work has been prepared. Budget estimates are intended to provide
a generalized magnitude of costs associated with the described work items.

Items of work have, in some instances, been grouped together to make efficient use of materials, equipment and labour.
Scheduling the work into multiple, smaller projects will result in higher costs.  It is recognized that the longer work is
delayed the more expensive it becomes, not only in terms of inflationary cost escalation but also due to ongoing
progressive deterioration of building systems.

Cost estimates and budgets have been prepared by Allan Avis Architects Inc. and represent the Architect's judgement
as a design professional. It is recognized, however, that neither the Architect nor the Client has control over the cost of
labour, materials, equipment, over the Contractor's methods of determining bid prices, over competitive bidding, market
or negotiation conditions. Accordingly, the Architect cannot, and does not, warrant or represent that bids or negotiated
prices will not vary from the estimate of construction cost or evaluations prepared or agreed to by the Architect.

The cost of work is estimated on a contracted-out basis, is based on our experience with projects of similar nature and
information provided by contractors and suppliers. The estimates are in mid-2018 dollars. We cannot guarantee the
accuracy of the estimate because market conditions are beyond our control. The estimates should be modified periodically
to reflect actual or anticipated rates of inflation (at approximately 5.0% compounded annually).

A 20% construction contingency is carried in the budget to reflect the preliminary nature of the estimate and lack of detail
at this early stage. This contingency is to cover unknown details in design and construction, layout variations and material
selections, but excludes any scope increases.

Professional fees and HST are in addition to construction cost estimates.
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